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SUMMARY

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this Communication is to contribute to the establishment of a
Community framework for radio spectrum policy which is responsive to

radiocommunications developments and which supports Europe s competitive position in

the global market.

CONTEXT

Radio spectrum
l is a vital resource for implementing Community policies in the areas of

telecommpnications, broadcasting, transport, and R&D. The Community mainly pursues

its policy objectives with regard to radio spectrum in the spectrum management

organisations .of the CEPT (European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications
administrations, an inter-governmental organisation where 43 European countries are

represented) and the ITU (International Telecommunication Union, a UNbody).

The environment for radio spectrum policy is presently undergoing significant

evolution, as a result of technological, market and regulatory developments. New

commercial networks based on radio technology are being rapidly introduced. Such

networks include mobile and satellite broadband net:\vorks which may combine telephony,

data transmission, internet applications and positioning functions to provide new value-

added services. These new services have the potential to stimulate economic growth,

create employment and promote general welfare. At the same time, the rapid

expansion of such radio-based services makes the management of the radio

spectrum increasingly complicated2, as it requires .a balance between the needs of
new commercial networks and the non-economic benefits to society of non-commercial

applications such as defence, public service broadcasting, emergency services and radio

astronomy.

COMMUNITY
SPECTRUM

OBJECTIVES WITH REGARD RADIOPOLICY

In view of the changing environment for radio spectrum policy, the Commission published
a Green Paper3 to launch a public debate on the 

question whether, in the new

environment, the present practice of radio spectrum policy meets Community policy
objectives.

Radio applian!:~s su!:h as TVs, radios, and mobil~ phon~s work by m~ans of elc!:tromagncti!: wavcs whkh propagat~

b~twccn a transmitting and a r~!:~iving antenna, Radio sp~!:trUm is d~fl11ed as all thc possibl~ fr~qucn!:ics whkh su!:h

wavcS may ha\'e, Thc numbcr of rimes a wa\'c osdllatcs in a se!:ond is !:all~d its frequen!:y, and by tuning a radio

rc!:civcr to a sp~dfi!: frcqu~n!:y onc !:an pkk up a spcdfi!: signal. Frcquen!:y bands defll1~ thc spc!:ifi!: lo!:ation of

s~kcs in thc radio spc!:trUm.

Rcgulatory authoritics deddc whkh part of thc radio spc!:trUm .should bc used for whkh scI\'kcsas a fun!:tion oUts

te!:hnkal !:hara!:tcristi!:s (allo!:ation dcdsions), in whkh rimc framc (strategk planning of radio spc!:trUm use), who is

ablc to usc what frequem:y band for what purposc 
(assignment dcdsions) and under whkh wnditions (Ii!:cnsing

dcdsions), In ordcr to ensure !:ross-border availability of servi!:es harmonisation of radio spe!:trUm allo!:ation, and

thus of the use of radio spc!:trUm, is required, In order to introdu!:e new scrvkes, existing assignees ne~d to be

relo!:ated (re- farming) , For the purpose of (Ius Communkation radio spe!:trUm polky refers to the longer-term and

wmprehensi\' e pro!:css of agr~eing on the need for radio spe!:trUm a\'ailability for all possible 
uscs, Radio spe!:trUm

management refers to thc operational pro!:ess of agreeing on the te!:hnkal !:onditions for a!:wmrnodating the \'arious
uses within the radio spe!:trUm,

Grcen Papcr on radio spc!:trum poli!:y in the !:ont~xt of Europ~an Communitypolid~s su!:h as tdcwmmuni!:ations

broa,kastin~, transport and R&D (CO:.\I(1998)596), 9 D~!:~mbcr 1998,

c;..
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(2) ,

regulatory authorities and representatiycs from radio spectrum user communities
would ad\'ise the Commission on market, technical and other releyant deyelopments

with regard to radio spectrum. On this basis, the Commission could initiate action

where required, in order to ensure that Community policy objectives with regard to
radio spectrum are met. The principal task of the SPEG would be to ensure that all
yiews are expressed and can be taken into account when a decision is taken to

harmonise the use of radio spectrum.

A regulatory framework for radio spectrum policy should be established 
order to ensul:'e that the use of radio spectrum is harmonised where necessary
to implement Community policies in the areas of telecommunications
broadcasting, transport, andR&D. To this end, a proposal for a European

Parliament and Council Decision will be drafted. At present, radio spectrum use for
Community policies is harmonised on a sector- or technology-specific basis, as has

been .the case with the European Parliament and Council Decisions on satellite

personal communications services (S-PCS) and on the universal mobile
telecommunications system (UMTS). The proposed decision would establish a
general framework for ensuring that the use of radio spectrum is harmonised where
necessary. The decision would simplify Community legislation and replace the S-PCS

and UMTS Decisions when these expire. It would strengthen co-operation with the
CEPT and would include safeguards to allow for action to be taken where the work
of the CEPT or the implementation of its measures by the Member States did not
meet the agreed Community objectives.

(3) In order to increase the effectiveness of the Community in the WRC

negotiations , communications will be produced on the Community s policy

objectives on the various WRC agenda items. All relevant players will be called

upon to participate in the preparatory process leading to WRc. Where the agenda of
WRC includes items of particular importance in the context of Community policies
the Commission will invite the Council to endorse the European positions.
The Commission will consider further how the principles of objectivity, timeliness
transparency and non-discrimination, which were agreed in the context of the Wodd

Trade Organisation (WTO), are to be practically applied in the area of radio

spectrum and how the various national approaches can be assessed in market access

negotiations.

OUTLOOK

The public consultation on the Green Paper showed that the role of the Community in
radio spectrum policy needs to be enhanced at a European and international level.
This aim can be achieved without making major changes to the current institutional

responsibilities. Rather, a number of mechanisms are put forward which will allow better
account to be taken within the institutional arrangements, both of the Community
interests and of the needs of EU business and users.

The Commission invites the European Parliament and the Council to endorse the policy
objectives identified in this Communication and of the proposals set forth in order to meet
these objectives. The Commission intends to draft policy and legislative measures in the

course of the year 2000.

* * *

III

"1 -
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INTRODUCTION

The public consultation on the Green Paper, which ran from 15 December 1998 until '

April 1999 , attracted considerable attention from major players and regulatory authorities

concerned with radio spectrum. Over 140 written contributions were received from

interested parties , most of whom also attended the three public meetings organised as part

of the public debate.

This Communication reports on the comments received in response to the Green Paper and
suggests further steps to be taken in order to meet the Community s policy objectives \vith

regard to radio spectrum. It summarises, firstly, the contributions received in response to the

Commission s Green Paper on radio spectrum policy in the context of European

COtnfnunity policies such as telecommunications
, broadcasting, transport and R&D .

Secondly, it assesses the results of the public consultation on the Green Paper in the .context

of Community objectives with regard to radio spectrum and identifies areas for action.

Thirdly, it...presents a number of areas where Community initiatives should be developed in

view of securing the Community s interests at the socio-economic, political, international

and technicalleve1s of radi.o spectrum policy and management.

This Communication is addressed to the European Parliament, the Council, the Economic

and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. The Communication takes into

account the opinions on the Green Paper of the Economic and Social Committee of 29

Aprils and of the European Parliament of 4 May 19996

The aim of this Communication is to contribute further to the elaboration of a 
Community

framework for radio spectrum policy, which is accessible and transparent and provides for

certainty for all those for whom the radio spectrum is a vital resource. To this end, the

Commission suggests steps to be taken in order to ensure that the importance 
of radio

spectrum policy is fully acknowledged in the Community context so as to deri\-e the

maximum benefit of the resource in economic, cultural, social and political terms.

Many commentators offered vic::ws on matters which, while relevant to radio spectrum

policy and spectrum management, were outside the scope of the Green Paper itself. Such

matters , which are briefly outlined in this Communication, will be furtller considered by the

relevant Commission services.

This Communication should be seen in relation to policy and legislati\'
e initiatives in related

fields, The Communication on the review of the telecommunications sector
7 will address

certain radio spectrum policy matters, which are relevant in the context of the legislative

regime for electronic communications. One of the issues addressed in the latter document is
whether the provisions of the Licensing Directive on scarce resources such as radio

In order to in!:rease thc transpar~n!:y of the 
publi!: debate, all !:ontributions ha\-e been post~d on the Commission

wcbsit~ (b ttp: i iw\v\\' isp",

!:~!:,

!sp~!:trum~p)

Opinion of thc Sc!:tion for Transport, Energy, Infrastru!:tur~ and th~ Information So!:icty on th~ Green Paper on

Radio Sp~!:trum Poli!:y in the cont~xt of Europcan Community poli!:ics su!:h 
as tcl~!:ommuni!:ations, broad!:asting,

transport and R&D (COi\l(1998)596), CES 445/99 , Brussels , 28-29 April 1999,

Rcport on thc Grc~n Pap~r on Radio Spc!:trum Poli!:y in thc 
wntext of Europcan Community poli!:ics su!:h as

tcl~wmmunkations, broad!:asting, transport, and R&D (COM(1998)596 -- C4-0066/99), A-l-O202/99, European

Parliament, 4 May 1999,

Commllni!:ation from th~ Commission to the Europeaa Parliament, the Colln!:il, th~ E!:onomic and Social Committe~

and the Committe~ of th~ Re~ions . Towards a New Framework for Ele!:tronic Commllni!:atioas Infrastru!:ture ami

:\sso!:iated Seryi!:~s -- The 1999 Commllai!:ations Rc,-icw, CO;"!(1999)539 , 10, 11.1999,

-e..
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THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON THE GREEN PAPER

The aim of Chapter 2 is to summarise the main messages expressed during the public
consultation so as to provide the basic elements for assessing whether the current practice

with regard to radio spectrum meets Community policy objectives.

Section 2.1 reports on the public consultation. Section 2.2 summarises the comments
received according to the issues presented in the Green Paper. Section 2.3 lists a n~mber of

sector-specific issues raised by the various radio spectrum user communities.

The consultation process

Following the publication of the radio spectrum Green Paper in December 1998, the

Commission sought views from the public at large on a large number of complicated and

often inter-related issues.

The Green Paper attracted considerable attention. Most contributions (52) were received

from the communications sector, 24 from the broadcasting community, 13 from the
transport sector, 4 from the R&D community, 12 from players active in radio equipment
manufacturing, 19 from Member States' administrations and/or authorities responsible for

radio spectrum management, 6 from other European administrations which are members of
CEPT (European Conference of Postal and Telecomrnunicationsadministrations), one non-
European administration, and t:\vo contributions were received from Community

institutions. (see ANNEX I for details).

Orientation debates took place on the occasion of the Telecommunications Council and in
meetings bet:\veen the High Level Regulators and the Commission, and formal opinions

were given by the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee on 4 l\Iay
and 29 April 1999 respectively. An exchange with CEPT on the Green Paper was held on 9

January 1999 .

During the 5-month public consu\tation period, three hearings on the Green Paper \vere

held in February and March 1999 with individual companies, national and international

associations and representative groups and administrations (i.e. Member States, EEA and

other European countries). The level of participation in these meetings broadly reflects what
has been stated above, i.e. the debate was very telecommunications-oriented.

These hearings not only provided an opportunity for the Commission to identify the central
issues in the on-going de~ate on radio spectrum policy and spectrum management, but also

allowed the different sectors and players concerned to hear and respond to each others

views.

Summary of comments on the Green Paper

This section summarises the contributions received in response to the Green Paper on
radio spectrum policy.

2.2. Strategic planning of the life of the radio spectmm

All respondents agree that the use of radio spectrum needs to be planned

strategically so as to allow for investment and regulatory decisions to be taken. The

openness and transparency of the strategic planning process and the availability of

information were mentioned as essential elements in this context. Overall, the strategic
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implementation of CEPT measures to be improved, but were less concerned where this
information should be collected and disseminated.

2.3 Radio spectrum assignmmt and licensing

It was generally considered that the distribution of radio spectrum to userS should

respond to local and national needs and would therefore best be carried out at national level.
The , fact that the amount of radio spectrum available for certain services varies bet:\veen
countries could therefore be accepted. However, differing licence conditions and the

absence of single licences to provide service in the whole of the Community were

mentioned as particularly burdensome in some cases, e.g. for providers of satellite services.

With few exceptions, charging for radio spectrum was considered by some ,administrations

and regulators as a potential means to ease assignment decisions in case of scarcity of radio

spectrum and to encourage efficient frequency usage, provided that implementation was

appropriate. However, there was no consensus on the pricing mechanism to use, and views

on whether to introduce a secondary market for radio spectrum diverged. On the side of the

spectrum users, paying for spectrum use was not advocated and generally rejected for their

own sector. However, reasons advanced diverged and some comments indicated that

charging for spectrum usage should not be ruled out as a matter of principle, provided that

the revenues were used to encourage more efficient radio spectrum usage, for instance to

flfiance the clearing of radio spectrum. Apart from the requirements of transparency,

objectivity and non-discrimination, many respondents pointed to the need to ensure equal
treatment of radio spectrum users with regard to the payment of charges and fees and '\vith

respect to requirements to ensure efficient use of radio spectrum. Other commentators

advanced the specific character of .their sector as an argument against spectrum pricing.

2.4 Radio equipment and standards

The availability of comprehensive radio spectrum management information was

identified in the public consultation as a key issue in considering whether harmonisation of

the use of the radio spectrum should be achieved. Some respondents referred to the recently
adopted Radio and Telecommunication Terminal Equipment (R&TTE) Directive

9 which

removes many of the procedural barriers to trade which still exist in the Community. This
measfue was believed to boost the competitiveness of the European manufacturing industry
and to foster innovation. However, further benefits were expected where the use of the

r~dio spectrum was harmonised to the best extent possible. Strengthening the co-operation

between radio spectrum management organisations and standardisation bodies, both at
European and global level, was identified as a critical issue. A number of respondents called

for a stronger role for the Community in this respect.

Most respondents felt that the use of the radio spectrum should be technology-neutral
, but

where interfaces are needed to ensure int~roperability, standardisation was necessary in

order to provide Europe s consumers with seamless services and uniform, inter-operable

equipment.

The institutional framework for radio spectrum co-ordination

There was general support for the current technical arrangements for radio spectrum

management comprising the ITU /WRC at the global level, CEPT at the regional level, and

Dir~!:ti\' e 1999/5/EC of th~ Europ~an Parli.~mcnt and th~ Coun!:il of 9 Mar!:h 1999 on radio equipm~nt and

tel~mmmuni!:ations t~rminal equipm~nt and th~ mutual remgnition of their !:ooformity, OJ L91/IO
, 07, U999,
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spectrum used for governmental or public uses (e.g. the military) and by broadcasters should
be transferred to the communications sector.

The harmonisation 'of radio spectrum allocation was seen as crucial for the provision of
seamless pan-European serdces. Although' the co-ordination of Member States in CEPT
and in ITU jWRC has thus far yielded satisfactory results, some respondents belieyed that

there is now a need to ensure a responsive and legally certain regulatory framework for radio

spec~ in order to keep pace with radiocommunications developments.

That radio spectrum assigp.ment and licensing should take place as dose to the market as

possible was acknowledged. However, in view of the internationalisation of the

communications market, satellite operators in particular felt that an alignment of assignment
and licensing procedures and conditions would benefit market developments. On charging
for radio spectrum, many contributors argued that a level playing field should be established
so as to ensure that similar users of radio spectrum are subject to the same requirements and
that differences across sectors are justified and proportionate. The need for comparable

access coI,!ditions and appropriate safeguards was mentioned as a particular issue to be
considered by regulatory authorities in this context.

In commenting on the institutional framework for radio" spectrum co-ordination, the

communications sector mainly suggested improving rather than replacing the current
arrangements for radio spectrum management. In defined cases, Community measures

would be appropriate (e.g. in the case ofS-PCS and UMTS).

2.3.2 Broadcasting sector

Respondents from the broadcasting sector noted the increased demands for radio
spectrum from commercial communications interests, which put pressure on the availability

of radio spectrum for cultural activities in the public interest.

With regard to the strategic planning of the use of the radio spectrum, the broadcasting

sector is preparing for the transition towards digital transmission. Although this would
eventually result in less radio spectrum being necessary to deliver today s number of

programmes, the broadcasters' comments emphasised that a period of 'simulcasting' (both
analogue and digital transmission) will be required. This means more frequencies are needed

in the medium term. In the longer term, the broadcasting sector expects that more radio
spectrum will be needed for the provision of new multi-media services as well as for special

interest channels. These could be accommodated in parts of the radio spectrum, which will

become available due to digitisation, but it was acknowledged that competition for access to
that radio spectrum could be expected from other sectors (e.g. communications).

For some broadcasters, the issue of the harmonisation of radio spectrum allocation was

considered important but less urgent than suggested by the communications sector. The
satellite operators, however, pleaded for more harmon1sed radio spectrum for broadcasting
becoming available at pan-European level.

\Vith regard to radio spectrum assignment and licensing, the broadcasting sector was

opposed to the introduction of charging mechanisms, such as auctions, which were not

believed to be appropriate in the case of services essential in the public interest.

On the institutional framework for radio spectrum co-ordination, many contributions

pointed to the fact that radio spectrum availability for broadcasting purposes is and should
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ASSESSMENT OF THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Chapter 3 assesses the results of the public consultation onthe Green Paper in the .context

of Community policy objectives with regard to radio spectrum, as identified in the Green

Paper. The aim of Chapter 3 is to identify issues, which ne~d to be addressed in order to
meet these policy objectives.

Section 3. 1 assesses whether the public consultation on the Green Paper on radio spectrum

policy can be considered. as representative, particularly with respect to the intention 
launching a debate among all radio spectrum user communities and other affected parties. It
furthermore identifies in section 3.2 the main areas of consensus on the various issues for

comments presented in the Green Paper. Section 3.3 assesses the results of the public
consultation against general Community policy objectives to be achieved with radio

spectrum in the context of the internal market, in the international arena and at the leyel .of

radio spectrum management.

The public consultation process

The Green Paper sought to launch a debate on a European spectrum policy involving

all relevant players, such as industry, users, administrations and radio spectrum managers in
the areas of communications, broadcasting, transport and R&D.

The majority of responses received originate from the (commercial) communications sector

from national regulatory authorities and from CEPTcountries. These comments generally

express support for the current framework for radio spectrum co-ordination. HO\vever

several contributions noted scope for improving the arrangements, particularly by further

integrating radio spectrum management in a Community policy context.

Substantially fewer comments were received from the broadcasting and transport

communities , although they together occupy roughly 30% of the radio spectrum. They were
critical of the current arrangements, arguing that the radio spectrum'management bodies
privilege communications interests and that there is a lack of political input to the radio
spectrum management process of comprehensive and understandable information and'
procedures. Although limited in number, respondents from other user communities
expressed similar concerns.

The comments provided by the Member States were mostly produced by the national
regulatory authority or by the agencies responsible for radio spectrum management

(generally falling within the realm of the Ministries responsible for telecommunications). In
order to appropriately express the various interests with respect to radio spectrum, co-

ordination at national level between all affected Ministries responsible for the different
sectors that rely on radio spectrum was required in the production of the responses by the
Member States. The changing environment for radio spectrum policy therefore poses similar
challenges at international, Community and national level.

The Commission considers that the debate launched by the Green Paper has contributed to
raising awareness of the growing complexity of radio spectrum issues and of the need for a

global approach across all sectors. The Commission also notes with satisfaction that the

debate has led to an examination of the different bodies invoh-ed at Member State level.

Onrall the Commission considers that the large number and high quality of the responses
recei,-ed provide a good basis for drawing policy conclusions.
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Radio spectrum assignment and licensing

. Agreement exists that the introduction of assignment mechanisms , such as administrative
pricing and auctions, might improve radio spectrum usage (in terms of increasing
efficiency and increasing competition), ,but views differ as to which assignment and
licensing mechanism is best in which circumstances.

. Most parties are reluctant to have to pay for the use of radio spectrum, but, if required to
do so, argue -that the revenues raised should contribute to radio spectrum efficiency, for
instance with regard to the re~farming of existing users.

I\fost parties agree that the Community s radio communications market would benefit
from uniform radio spectrum assignment and licensing procedures and conditions.

. Agreement exists that assignment and licensing procedures and conditions in the
Cotnmunity should take due account of international commitments. particularly in the
area of trade.

Radio equipment and standards

. The general yiew is that the standardisation process needs to be industry-driven,
voluntary, open, transparent and responsive to market requirements, but it is recognised
that measures may be needed to ensure interoperability for some types of services. -

. The globalisation of radio markets requires close co-operation bet:\veen radio spectrum
management, standardisation bodies and sector-specific organisations.

. From the perspective ofradio equipment manufacturing, radio spectrum harmonisation
would further benefit from the liberalised regime for the placing on the market and use
of radio equipment, which is put in place with the R&TTE Directive.

Institutional framework for radio spectrum co-ordination

. The potential for conflicting claims for radio spectrum is generally acknowledged, as is

the need to examine where such conflicts can be settled ina policy, rather than technical
context.

. The public consultation is not conclusive as to where and how the various radio
spectrum requirements of potential and existing users and of countries should be
balanced and agreed.

. Most respondents tend to agree that international decision-making on the harmonisation
of radio spectrum should be the rule so as to avoid practical problems at the level of
radio spectrum management, but sufficient scope should remain for radio spectrum
policy to meet national and local needs,

., Consensus exists that the co-operation bet:\veen political bodies
responsible for spectrum management needs to be improved 

defined roles and responsibilities.

and the authorities
the basis of clearly

10 Based on th~ results of the Gre~n Paper, the Commission takes thc following positions on radio spe!:trUm in the
wntext of the legislative regime for ele!:troni!: wmmunimtions: administrativ~ pri!:ing and au!:tioning of radio
spe!:trUm !:an b~ a means to ensure the effi!:ient use of radio sp~!:trum; Member States should b~ en!:ouraged as far as
possible to use re\'enu~ raised as a result of fees , au!:tions and radio spe!:trum pri!:ing to innease radio spc!:trUm
~ffi!:ien!:y; the !:urrentLi!:ensing Dir~!:6ve should be amend~d in order to allow - although not mandate - Member
Stat~s to make prO\'ision for radio sp~!:trUm sewndary trading as part of a pro!:ess to encourag~ th~ effi!:ient use of
radio sp~!:trum and the Commission will wnsider in this resp~!:t what safeguards might be ne!:cssary in the
Community interest, See: Communi!:ation from th~ Commission to the European Parliam~nt, the Coun!:il, the
Ewnomic and So!:ial Committ~e and the Committee of th~ Regions , Towards a N~w Framework for Ele!:troni!:
Communi!:ations Infrastructure and :\ssociat~d Ser\" ices ,- The 1999 Communications Re\'iew , CO;-'!(1999)539

10.1 1.1999
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In the area of radio spectrum management, the following conclusions can be drawn as
regards how far the Community s policy objectives are met:

Further efforts are needed to achieve the objective to ens/lfe open, transparent, oijective
and noll-discriminatory proced/tres in support of the competitive provision of radio

services and equipment. These principles need to be regularly examined and
discussed in the Community context so as to determine discrepancies in national
practices in radio spectrum management and licensing and in order to identify areas
where a common approach might be beneficial for radioc()mmunications
development.

- With regard to the objective to ensllre an appropriate balancing of commercial and pllblic
interests the public consultation showed that there is a need for policy guidance
when considering technical measures. A further integration of the radio spectrum
management process within a policy context is therefore essential to ensure that
radio spectrum use meets the requirements of society as awhole.

Stepssbould be taken to ensllre that the economic vallie of the raflio spectmm is properlY taken
into acco/mt. The. introduction of market-based mechanisms in radio spectrum
management, such as auctions, the administrative pricing, of radio spectrum and
secondary trading, can contribute to this objective, provided appropriate safeguards
are in place to ensure continued availability of radio spectrum for non-commercial
uses. Public interests objectives need to be clearly defined and appropriately taken
into account in this context.

- The public consultation confirmed the objective to seCl/re radio spectmm availabilitY for
pall-European radio ~stems, services and eqllpm.ent but this has to, be balanced with
national and local needs for radio spectrum. The scope for. cross~border
harmonisation of the use of the radio spectrum should be examined before
net:\vorks and serdces are introduced at a national level. This will promote
economies of scale for the introduction of equipment.

Radiocommunications de,-elopment is best served by legalfy certain mvironment.
Although the pace of technological innovation in the area of radio requires a flexible
approach to the management of .radio spectrum, this should not be at the cost pf
the legal certainty needed for such technological innovations to take place.
Particularly with regard to the implementation of measures aimed at the
harmonisation of radio spectrum allocation, further efforts are needed to provide
for a legally certain climate so that investment decisions can be made.
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4; 1. Establishing a regulatory framework

The establishment of a regulatory framework in the Community for radio spectrum
policy is deemed necessary in view of the following objectives:

~ To achieve the harmonisation of the use of the radio spectrum by the CEPT
in response to Community requirements.

~ To ensure that the technical harmonisation measures worked out by the radio
spectrum management process are appropriately implemented by the
Member States.

~ To ensure that, in cases where the use of the radio spectrum is harmonised at
Community level, general authorisations, rather than individual licenses
should be issued.

~ To ensure that, irrespective of the particular use that is made of radio
spectrum, common procedures apply to ensure radio spectrum availability,
urness an exception is duly justified. 

In view of the above mentioned objectives, the Commission intends to produce a proposal
for a European Parliament and Council Decision on harmonisation of the use of radio
spectrum in the context of Community policies. The aim of such a Decision would be to
achieve harmonisation of the use of radio spectrum where necessary to implement
Community policies in the areas of telecommunications, broadcasting, transport and R&D.
Rather than achieving this aim in a piecemeal fashion for each specific type of usage, which
has been the case with the European Parliament and Councij Decisions on S-PCS12 and
UMTS13, the proposed Decision would for the first time offer a general framework for
addressing radio spectrum policy issues rather than that these are discussed on a sector-
specific basis. The Decision would simplify Community legislation by limiting the need for
technology-specific Community measures. The Decision would be used as a basis for all
possible Community measures related to the use of the radio spectrum.

Under the proposed Decision and with the aim to ensure pan-European availability and
interoperability of services, the Commission would be empowered, subject to comitology
procedures , to mandate the CEPT to draft technical measures aimed at the harmonisation of
radio spectrum allocation for all Community policy areas falling under its competence.
Where the work of the CEPT or the implementation by the Member States is not
satisfactory, further action at Community level can be taken. Although radio spectrum
availability for applications in the areas of transport, broadcasting and defence normally raise
policy issues beyond the area of radio spectrum, as well as often being subject to agreements
established in sector-specific international organisations, the intention of the proposed
Decision is to establish a single Community regime to ensure radio spectrum availability,
irrespective of the specific area concerned.

Community recommendations could also be envisaged on best practices regarding radio
spectrum assignment and radio spectrum valuation. Based on the results of the consultation
on the radio spectrum Green Paper, it is proposed, in the 1999 Review context, to amend
the Licensing Directi,-e in order to allow ~although not mandate-- Member States to make

12 De!:ision 71O/97/EC of the Europ~an Parliament and of th~ Coun!:il on a w-ordinated a~thorisation approach in the
field of satellite personal wmmuni!:ations seryic~s in th~ Community, OJ LIOS, 23,04. 1997,

13 D~!:ision 128/1999/I.-:C of 14 D~!:emb~r 1998 of th~ European Parliament and th~ Council on th~ w-ordinatcd
introdlKtion of a third-generatil)fi mobile and wireless wmmunimtions system (lIMTS) in the C9mmunity, OJ L17/1
22,01.1999,
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endorse these positions , where appropriate, in order to raise the necessary political support
for the objectives to be reached. Where required, the Commission will be allowed to submit
mandates to the CEPT to work out European common proposals for the WRC on issues
which are important for the purposes of pursuing Community policies at an international
level.

4.2. The trade context

Radio spectrum policy and radio spectrum management need to take due account of
the trade context in view of the following objectives:

~ To ensure that third countries allow access to their radiocommunications
markets by Community operators and that such access is not unduly
hampeted, for instance where radio spectrum management practices favour
national operators.

~ To ensure that, where the Community negotiates with third countries on the
establishment of international radio networks, due account is given to the
radio spectrum policy objectives defined at Community level.

In view of the above mentioned objectives, industry should be consulted on difficulties
encountered when seeking access to third country markets for radiocommunications. Where
regulatory authorities deny access to markets for reasons of spectrum scarcity, this should be
proportionate and duly justified in order to avoid that radio spectrum management measures
are used as a disguise for trade barriers. The Community s commitments under the regime of
the World Trade Organisation (WTO) are relevant in this respect. The Community and its
Member States have already committed themselves, in the reference paper attached to their
commitments on telecommunications services, that procedures for the allocation of radio
spectrum will be carried out in an objective, timely; transparent and non~discriminatory
manner. It may be net essary, however, to further clarify how these principles of objectivity,
timeliness, transparency and non-discrimination are to be practically applied and how the
various national approaches can be assessed in market access negotiations.

Where Community agreement is reached on the establishment and deployment of
international strategic networks or systems which require co-operation with third countries
the Commission may seek negotiating Directives from the Council in order to safeguard
Community interests. Close co-operation with the bodies responsible for radio spectrum
management must be ensured if such negotiations become operational and technical in
nature.

Improving radio spectrum management by the CEPT

The Community should co-operate with the CEPT in view of the following objectives:

~ To achieve harmonisation of the use of the radio spectrum among the 43
member countries of the CEPT.

~ To benefit from the 'en bloc' voting power of the 43 CEPT countries in
multilateral negotiations on radio spectrum management.

~ To IIlake optimal use of the technical expertise available in CEPT and to
ensure that all Member States are fully involved in the activities of CEPT so
as to allow for an appropriate balancing of national interests at a technical
level.
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CON CLUSI ONS

The public consultation on the Green Papet on radio spectrum policy received considerable
attention, particularly from the communications industry and from the national regulatory
authorities responsible for radio spectrum management.

On the basis of an analysis of the responses received to the questions posed in the Green
Paper, as set against Community policy objectives associated with the avail~bility of and
access to radio spectrum, the European Commission has identified six areas where further
Community initiatives can be envisaged: .

(1) Addressing radio spectrum policy issues at Community level: this would
comprise the setting up of a radio spectrum policy expert group (SPEG) that would
help the Commission in determining Community priorities with respect to the
harmonisation of radio spectrum use.

(2) tablishment of a regulatory framework for Community radio spectrum
policy: this would comprise the putting into place of an European Parliament and
Council Decision, the provisions of which would ~nable the CEPT to draft technical
harmonisation measures in response to Community requirements and which \vould
secure the appropriate implementation of such measures by the Member States.

(3) Ensuring the availability of information: .this concerns both the scope of
information needed and the manner in which it is published, collected, and
disseminated.

(4) Safeguarding Community interests in ITU /WRC: building on the co-ordination
of the Member States in CEPT inpteparing for and negotiating in ITU/WRC
further improvements to the process are deemed necessary in order to combine the
technical and political strengths of the CEPT and the Community respectively.

(5) Safeguarding Community interests in the trade context: with growing portions
of radio spectrum being used for international, commercial or strategic networks and
services, radio spectrum management and trade are becoming increasingly linked.
Close co-ordination between the responsible bodies needs to be ensured. Where
necessary, the Commission should request and be granted negotiation Directives.

(6) Improving radio spectrum management by the CEPT: although most actions
envisaged are needed to clarify and improve the political and legal context for radio
spectrum policy in the Community, certain improvements to the way CEPT works
can already be envisaged at this stage.

* * *



ANNEX I Contributors to the Green PaDer consultation

TABLE 2: BROADCASTING

Com anies
ARD/ZDF German Public: Broadc:asters

BBC

Channel 4
City Television LimitedITY 

Aviation

Radio astronomy
Radio amateurs

Associations
(\Vorld Asso!:iation of Community

Zukunft Amateurfunkdienst

\'.

Dutc:h Public: .

TABLE 3: TRANSPORT

Com anies
\ir Fran!:e

Deutsc:he Lufthansa

Com anies

\ssoc:iation of Euro
Euroc:ontrol

and Pilot

TABLE 4: R&D

Associations
Committee on Radio Astronom\' Fre uenc:ies CR..\
\rbeits emeinsc:haft Zukunft Amateurfunksdienst AGZ
International _\mateur Radio Union (EUROCO~r \'\'orking
Grau ofL\R
Indi\;dual c:omment of ~rr, Friedric:hs



ANNEX II Abbreviation

ANNEX 

ABBREVIATIONS

CEPT European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications
Administrations

CPG

DSI

EEA

ERO

ETSI

GATS

ICAO

IMO

ITU

R&D

R&TTE

PCS

WRC

WTO

UMTS

Conference Preparatory Group of the CEPT

Detailed Spectrwn Investigation

European Economic Area

European Radiocommunications Office (of CEP1)

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

European Commission

European Union

General.-\greement on Trade in Services (of\'VTO)

International Civil Aviation Organisation

International Maritime Organisation

International Telecommunication Union

Research and Development

Radio and Telecommunications Terminal Equipment (Directive)

Satellite Personal Communications Services

\'(/

orId Radiocommunications Conference (ofITU)

World Trade Organisation

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System


